
Cold Hub Press 
announces the publication of

the incomplete poems by David Howard

to be launched at the Canterbury Poets Collective (CPC) Poetry in Performance 

Wednesday, November 2, 5.30pm 

CPIT Students Association (CPSA) Hall, 5 Madras Street, Christchurch

“the incomplete poems is both a summation and a wiping clean of the slate. Here, in 
their definitive versions, are those poems that I am prepared to stand beside as 
chalk and duster come to rest next to one another. “                    – David Howard 

“David Howard is a poet of immense gifts.  Not least the fact that he knows how to make 
poems of discovery that go beyond mere ‘invention’.  Poems that are passionately 
thoughtful and intelligent; and with a finely tuned lyric voice that puts feeling first.  A 
poetry that reaches ‘Beyond what is/said to what is, impossible’. Again and again, how to 
make the invisible, visible; and to make it sing.
And he does this in poems that are very much animated by a thoughtful music: those 
moments of quick surprise that so often are stunning in their overall effect.  And time and 
time again, such a pleasure to read, and to hear and know that he has something to say 
that matters. And what Howard knows as a poet is that ‘poetry can make intimate 
everything that it touches’. Surely, David Howard is one of the most original voices in New 
Zealand poetry.”                            – Michael Harlow 

Born in Christchurch (1959), David Howard co-founded Takahe magazine (1989) and the 
Canterbury Poets Collective (1990). He spent his professional life as a pyrotechnics 
supervisor whose clients included the All Blacks, Janet Jackson and Metallica. In 2003 he 
retired to Purakanui in order to write.   David   was the inaugural recipient of the New 
Zealand Society of Authors Mid-Career Writer's Award (2009) for a body of poetry that has 
been translated into Dutch, German, Italian, Slovene and Spanish. In September 2011 he 
was joint winner of the poetry section of the international literary competition to mark the 
launching of the USP Press by the University of the South Pacific.



David’s reading will be introduced by Joanna Preston 

Christchurch artist Wayne Seyb whose chapbook Broken 
Shadows poems & woodcuts about proto-conservationist   
Richard Henry was published by Cold Hub Press at the end

of last year will be a guest reader

Wayne Seyb is an artist who “seeks to immerse us emotionally in paint” (David 
Eggleton). He has also worked on woodcuts & written poetry throughout his career. 
In 2007 he was one of nine invited artists who took part in the Caselberg Trust’s 
inaugural Creative Residency in Fiordland, an experience which led him to examine 
the life & work of Richard Henry, who as curator & caretaker of Resolution Island in 
Dusky Sound 1894–1907, worked, often alone, to save Fiordland’s kakapo, kiwi & 
other birds from extinction.

   

the incomplete poems $40.00 ($49.95rrp) only at launch
Broken Shadows $10.00 ($19.50rrp) only at launch

cash/cheque/no eftpos 

coldhub@gmail.com
www.coldhubpress.co.nz 
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